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***

The  media  bombardment  with  weapons  of  mass  distraction  intensifies.  A  few  days  ago,
Poland announced that it had been hit by two Russian missiles, the big media spread the
news, the alarm went off, and Moscow announced that it was a fake but nobody listened to
it. Finally, NATO admits that the accident was caused by a Ukrainian missile, but that’s it.

Another weapon of mass distraction is the news given by the British newspaper Mirror:
Russian philosopher Alexander Dugin asked to overthrow and kill President Putin. The big
media spread the news on a global scale, then Dugin’s denial arrived but was essentially
ignored.

Our mainstream stands out in the media war which, while spreading this colossal fake news
and others of the same kind, hides important news from official sources, such as the number
of weapons and ammunition that NATO and the EU supply to Ukraine is such as to make it
necessary to reconstitute stocks at a huge cost in public money.

The same technique is used in reports of international events, such as the G20 meeting
between President Biden and Chinese President Xi. We limit ourselves to reporting Biden’s
words that the meeting with Xi was “open and sincere“, but we hide the fact that in the
2022 National Defense Strategy the United States declared it was “ready to prevail in a
conflict, prioritizing the challenge of China in the Indo-Pacific region, then the challenge of
Russia in Europe”.

From the greatest US strategic document emerges the picture of a world that is approaching
the abyss of nuclear war, driven by an increasingly minority West, willing to do anything in
order not to lose the dominant role it has exercised for centuries. All this, however, is hidden
under the cloak of media silence.
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